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1. Executive Summary   >
1.1 A Need for Change

1.2 Game-Changers

1.3 A New Hope

By experiencing the current state of the live electronic music industry, we realized that 
certain mechanisms of conduct should be addressed and eventually, changed:

The radical changes in the music business models, mainly caused by the hyper-connected 
world we now live in, has transformed the industry into a machine for capitalistic 
exploitation. Therefore, only few at the top are now able to resist the ruthless demands 
of the market while dictating the future trends. The huge inequality of this situation has 
limited the power of creation for this scene. For instance, smaller promoters and booking 
agencies, emerging and mid-level artists, and so many other not-so-deep-pocket 
participants, are being squeezed out.

MUTEK is an International Festival of Digital Creativity with branches worldwide. Being 
a recognized player in the electronic music scene, MUTEK seeks to improve the 
ecosystem by investing in the future of artists. Therefore, different actions take place 
during the year while some others are being developed to brighten what is to come 
for the industry.

After having had the opportunity to work on the 11th edition of MUTEK.ES (MUTEK’s festival 
branch in Spain), we: Nevena Jeremic, Andrea Macías, and Juan Torregrosa, developed a 
new edgy and promising project for MUTEK and the whole sector:
CONNECT Residency Program.

CONNECT will confront the problem by reviving the power of community and connection. 
We want to support emerging and mid level artists while offering them a space for 
development and connecting them to an international MUTEK network. Through this 
process we will guide them to more visibility on a global scene. Our goal is to build 
bridges between artists and festival organizers, booking agents, club owners, promoters 
and audiences. We want to start a more sincere dialogue with all of the participants on 
the scene that will eventually generate profound changes we stand for.

P.1

See Annex 1.0 to 1.3 for more details on the industry



2. Contextual   >

Through a two-month residency program 
CONNECT will provide artists with a 
unique set of elements, as it includes a 
strong international network, a guided 
content program and an exhibition platform. 

Beginning in Barcelona, in the long term, 
the CONNECT will be implemented on an 
international scale using each of 
MUTEK’s headquarters as a residency 
program with the possibility for residents 
to exchange programs in different cities.

We will provide to talented producers 
and creators a two-month artist residency 
in Barcelona to develop successful 
music projects by granting them technol-
ogy and mentorship, access to MUTEK’s 
international network and an opportunity 
to showcase themselves and their project 
on MUTEK festivals around the globe.

The residency program has been tailored thinking of the artist as the protagonist 
adding essential elements for a true impact in their professional career.

MUTEK’s international network will project residents into their future by assuring solid 
artistic and commercial relationships. Furthermore, the residents will count with 
MUTEK’s support in each of the cities in which the organization has headquarters.

CONNECT builds around the values of 
community, creativity, innovation, passion 
and disruptiveness.

We envision a music industry in which 
creators and producers stand in the 
center of the structure, making the 
music business a praiseworthy refer-
ence among the creative industries. 
CONNECT residency will have 
enhanced exemplary leaders of the 
future music industry and will continue 
to coach and inspire artists year to year. 

2.2 Program Promises

Vision
2.1 Starting Point

Mission

Values

International Approach

P.2

See Annex 2.0 for more details on the starting point



Multidisciplinary Program

Exhibition Space: Live Format
Presentation

By being artist-centered, CONNECT program will address both the professional and 
personal development of the residents. Specialists of specific topics will act as mentors, 
adjusting the format to the career needs of each participant. Four transversal 
components will be at the base of the program: 

CONNECT differs from its competitors by offering a unique benefit package in terms 
of content approach, impact and international networking. All members will gain 
privileged information about the industry and the organization, a showcase in the 
festival and support within MUTEK’s community. 

Technical: sound engineering, technical 
support, production workshops and 
accessibility to equipment.

Creative :  authenticity of the artist, 
personal  accessories, development of 
a personal project, storytelling and 
body expression

The artists will have the chance to present 
a live format of their project in a show-
case for the annual festival, adding a 
third dimension to the residence: praxis. 

Personal Development: Artistic autonomy, 
spiritual balance (yoga, reiki, fitness 
sessions), nutrition and overall health, 
music psychology.

Business: experts conferences, social 
media promotion, artists management 
and negotiations.

2.3 Unique Selling Proposition

P.3

See Annex 2.1 for Competitors Analysis
See Annex 2.2 for Validation Analysis

Community and Follow Up
Residents will count with endorsement from MUTEK community: employees and staff, 
former residents and artist’s network, among others. CONNECT will follow the former 
residents career, assuring visibility and promotion of their current and further projects.

“Our artistic community would most likely consider applying for a residency 
program that offers professional guidance and the opportunity to exhibit their work... 

among them 80% would prefer a residency that includes an integral program.”  



3. Diagnosis   >

After studying the PEST analysis regarding the music industry, we came to the conclusion 
that CONNECT is a reliable project. Even though, the pandemic crisis situation is limiting, 
there is a positive side to it: Due to international travel restrictions in the foreseeable 
future, we can infer the strengthening of local talent and partnerships.. 

Furthermore, music festivals in Barcelona have international recognition, because of 
their great acclaim from the audience, and the significant economic impact on the 
city. This is a key element when it comes to cultural strategies for investments in 
creativity. Therefore, the positive impacts of music festivals, add resources and funds 
for projects such as CONNECT. 

3.1 PEST Conclusions

P.4

See Annex 3.0 for detailed PEST Analysis
See Annex 2.3 for detailed team description

Back in Bogotá I had the opportunity to know the live music 
from the inside: Such a noble industry is in need of spirits 
that still believe in the greatness of creativity.

I come from Belgrade, where electronic music industry 
encounters many obstacles but still finds its way to overcome 
them and grow. This is what inspired me to involve myself in 
this field and to try to contribute to the scene. I have experience 
in both performing at events and organizing them.

Born in Mexico City and lover of all kinds of artistic expression. 
With five years of experience in the cultural sector focused 
on organization and production of events.

Juan Torregrosa

Andrea Macías

Nevena Jeremic

Being a  multidisciplinary team is key for the project: not only we will tailor an integral 
management with our skills and strengths  but, we will also broaden the capacity to 
contribute to different needs of the program. Each of us coming from different countries 
and having diverse backgrounds will add to the integrity of the program. 

2.4 Multidisciplinary Team



4. Conceptualization   >

CONNECT’s main target audience is found among artists, musicians, creators and 
producers. We include two more stakeholders due to their relevance in the program.

Producers and creators (16+ years old) 
stablished in Barcelona, with a current 
development of a work of art related to 
electronic music and/or image. They 
must have an interest in looking forward 
to developing their careers in the music 
industry. 

4.1 Customer Segmentation

Residents

Experts from various fields who will be 
the core part of the workshops content 
and will be responsible for mentorship 
and guidance of the residency participants. 

Mentors

Pr ivate,  publ ic and governmental  
ent i t ies that support the development 
of projects in creative industries. 

Founders & Donors

P.5

3.2 SWOT Conclusions
MUTEK as our main partner and fundraiser is one of our biggest strengths. This will 
reinforce the residency’s reliability, visibility and networking. As an established world-
wide recognized brand, MUTEK legitimizes the residency.

As for CONNECT, the residency offers a mix of assets that present it as a unique 
opportunity for artists. Among them: the chance to exchange with MUTEK foreing 
residency programs, a live showcase at the Festival, a multidisciplinary program, 
networking and support.

On the other hand, because of the international factor when addressing contents, 
budget and partners it must be considered they will change in each of the cities. 
Furthermore, MUTEK’s as social media presence is not the same in all of its branches, 
forcing different communication strategies. However, this will bring new and stronger 
international alliances and will broaden the partnership, private and local, network.

See Annex 3.1 for detailed SWOT Analysis



4.4 Objectives & Goals

4.3 Mentors

Residents

P.6

Goal
Offer a unique program that artists will 
not find in any other residence.
Objective
85% satisfaction rate of residents 
according to the end of the program 
survey. 
Actions
- Design a program content based on 
the support and guidance from mentors.
- Guarantee an exhibition space by offering 
a live performance during MUTEK Festival.

Goal
Generate creative sustainability for the 
artists among the music industry.
Objectives
- Increase the awareness of artists about 
the importance of the well being.
- Increase the knowledge of artists 
about the music industry's’ value chain. 
Actions
- Provide an artist-centered program 
focused on personal development, 
creativity, business and technical 
aspects.

For two decades prior to her science career, Rogers was one 
of the world's few women known for her work as a record 
producer, engineer, mixer, and audio electronics technician. 
Career highlights include working for diverse artists as Prince 
Barenaked Ladies, David Byrne, Tricky, and Tevin Campbell.

Susan Rogers

Focusing mainly on electronic music, she has had roles in 
record labels, music event management, press and bookings 
agencies. Currently her work focuses on the psychopathologies 
of DJs and music producers. Her aim is research, treatment and 
risk prevention in the field of mental health focused on artists.

Rosana Corbacho

See Annex 4.0 for detailed Content categories of the program  

CONNECT tprogram will adapt to the needs of each resident and his/her project. The 
overall experience will be based in four standard categories: Technical, Creativity, 
Personal Development and Business. Each category will be structured with various 
topics and specialized Mentors.

The total length of the residency will be nine weeks with seven-hour days. Of the total
of hours, one hundred-thirty will be for active learning: classes, lessons, workshops,
etc., while two-hundred hours will be for project development: producing, recording,
tutor sessions, etc.

Recognized artists, workers, personalities or any kind of person that has or have had 
important impact upon the whole industry. Find two profiles of ideal mentors:

4.2 Residency Program
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FInancial

Partners & Collaborators

Goal
Obtain funds from the government, add 
sponsors and partners to support a 
proper CONNECT residency program.

Objectives
Close strategic alliances with sponsors 
and collaborators in which both sides 
will have benefits.

Actions
- Seek for sponsors and collaborators 
that align with our CONNECT values 
- Create a fundraising kit and KPIs for 
each sponsor.
- Arrange meetings, conversations, 
negotiate and close alliances.

Goal
Strengthen the alliance between 
MUTEK.ES Barcelona and Catalonia 
region (pilot test). In a long run, strengthen 
alliances between MUTEK headquarters 
and the city they are based in. 

Objectives
Transform Catalonia to a reference point 
for international digital producers and 
creators to develop professionally. 

Actions
Build a program that provides residents 
with opportunities for personal and 
professional growth, giving them the 
chance to exhibit at MUTEK.ES Barcelona 
and connect with industry agents within 
Catalonia and on an international scale.

Goal
Become a reference point among all the 
international residency programs for 
artists, creators, sponsors and collaborators 
of the industry. 

Objectives
Expand and strengthen MUTEK community’s 
network, contributing for a healthier 
environment among the whole industry.

Actions
Replicate the residency in each of 
MUTEK headquarters, adapting the 
content depending to the necessities of 
each place and providing residents with 
the opportunity to exchange among 
cities within the residency program. 



5. Operations   >
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5.1 Location and facilities
The pilot test of CONNECT Residency Program will be held in Barcelona and it will take 
place from January 7th to February 26th, 2021. 

MUTEK.ES and Bridge_48 established an alliance in March 2020 and have worked 
together following the same objective since then: to become a bridge between the 
music and creative industry. Being not only the main headquarters of the residency 
Bridge_48 will facilitate recording studios, equipment and tools. The space counts 
with 4 types of studios, each equipped with diverse tech riders, depending on the 
needs and tools that the residents are looking for.

4.5 Strategic Lines
Innovate/implement a new service
After two decades in the music industry, MUTEK expands its business lines offering its
artistic community an opportunity to grow professionally: CONNECT residency program.

Product differentiation
Over the years, MUTEK has built a base of trust upon its community. As a result, the 
residency program counts with inherent and unique characteristics: years of experience 
in the field, in ternational networking and support within the industry.

Target a specific market
The program is designed specifically for producers and creators in the music industry
who currently involve electronic music, digital and/or visual art in their work.

See Annex 5.0 for Bridge_48 blueprint
See Annex 5.1 for detailed list of tools and equipment of Bridge_48
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6.1 Timetable of the project planning

6. Production, Planning & Actions   >

Activities & Events Sponsorhip & Alliances Design: Art & Creativity Media & Communication Internal Communication PR & Hospitality Production Logistics

The Gantt chart below shows an annual overview of the planning and execution. This 
scheme was made with the objective of following a similar structure for future editions.

MUTEK

6.2 Supply Chain Chart
In CONNECT Residency Program the Supply Chain Chart is strongly related to the 
Customer Journey. Being the product that is offering a nine-week experience, and not 
an ephemeral service, to draw its global process we must focus not only in the production 
of it, but in its development and follow up. 

Submission
Application

I.

After Movie /
New CONNECT Info

VI.

Accepting /
Declining

II.

Production
Classes

Submission
Application

! .

Communication
CONNECT /

Residents

III.

Start of the
Program

IV.

End of the
Program

V.

Performing
at MUTEK

Mental Health
Classes

Mentorship
Sessions

Follow Up

Access to MUTEK’s
International Network

See Annex 6.0 for the complete project planning timetable
See Annex 6.1 for details in the costumer journey
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MUTEK is conceived as a non-profit organization founded in Montreal, Canada, in 
2000. After being in business for 20 years and having seven branches of the festival 
around the world, this organization generates an economic surplus that allows 
reinvesting the income to grow the project.

In this case MUTEK CONNECT is going to be one of the main investments, therefore 
the residence will fall within the legal structure of the organization.

7. Organization Structure   >
7.1 Legal Aspects

7.2 Management Model

MUTEK.ES team: Board of Directors, Communication (press and social media) and the 
Production team (technical production, logistics and hospitality).

Management team: in charge of organizing and executing the residency program and 
have to present the annual numbers, results and countability

Legal: In charge of the creation and implementation of policies, among them obtaining 
licenses and artist releases, ensuring the fulfillment of standards and general legal 
support.

Financial: In charge of filling and creating financial statements, submissions for grants 
and contributions, managing financial control, preparation and analysis of budget, 
preparing and maintaining donor agreements and staff contracts, overseeing financial 
operations of the project, ensuring timely and accurate financial reports and practices.

7.3 Human Resources Structure

The management team of CONNECT is 
formed by Nevena Jeremic, Andrea 
Macías and Juan Torregrosa who will be 
in charge of the good functioning and 
management of the program as well as 
the residents and mentors.

The MUTEK team and the CONNECT crew 
will work together when making important 
strategic and business decisions; the 
Board of Directors of MUTEK.ES will be in 
charge of approving the annual budget, 
agreeing on the annual goals and strategic 
lines of the residence and incorporating 
new sponsors and partners who are 
already part of the Festival. 
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7.4 Organizational Chart
Projects
Full time employees

Outsourcing
Direct Communication

Part time employees

Indirect Communication

See Annex 7.0 for details in the Organizational Chart

8. Communications   >

Inform the community of the new residency 
program.

Build a database of targeted artists, 
stakeholders and partners.

Spread the values of the residency.

- As a subbrand of MUTEK.ES, CONNECT’s 
logo will be in the same line of the 
events MUTEK.ES hosts.
- MUTEK.ES logo will always be on top. 
The community will easily notice that 
the project belong to MUTEK brand.
- The text in the right inferior place will 
be used to indicate the year and location 
of the program.

CONNECT will count with it’s own social media and website but, in order to establish 
a wider communication and potentialize its impact, it will use all of MUTEK communities: 
Databases, Press Allies, Social Media and Partners and Sponsors channels.

8.2 Channels

8.3 Logo

8.1 Main Goals

CONNECT
Residency
Program

Barcelona
Spain 2021
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8.4 Timetable & Actions

Soft Launch | Save the Date
MUTEK Festival 2021 is over and a video recap will be shared. The end of it 
will tease the name of the residence and the dates to apply to it.

March
2020

2021

Expectation | Landing Page
Social media content teasing with the program highlights and features. It will 
take interested people to a subscription page for more information.

April

Fundraising | Cocktail
Introducing the project to collaborators, partners and sponsors. The event will 
officially present the project, the benefits of being part of it and different models 
for entering. Plus a showcase from former resident of MUTEK.

May

Project Disclosure | Video Promo
An audiovisual piece introducing the residence to the artists, interested and 
general audience. It will contain crucial information about the residency like 
how to apply for it, how long will it last and what to expect of it.

June

Open Call | Online Application
Application form for Connect residency program. The submission will include 
description, dates, location and main guidelines of the residency.

July

Nov

Jan

MUTEK.ES Festival
Exhibition of projects. Integration with the Festival communication strategy, 
as the participants will be part of the different ongoing activities.

March

CONNECT Residence Program
Ongoing communication with the residents. Social Media disposal for 
residents projects’ teasers and/or advancements. Not compulsory.

Winners Announcement
Personalized newsletter addressed to the winners. Social Media post and 
inviting the participants to apply for 2022 residence.

See Annex 8.0 for details in the Timetable & Actions



The project was born within MUTEK’s spanish brand, located in 
Barcelona and with over 7 years of experience. CONNECT will be 
presented as a sub-brand of MUTEK.ES. They will finance great 
part of its development and lend the Communications & Marketing 
team, and the Production & Logistics team. Furthermore, the first 
showcases of the residents will be on MUTEK.ES Festival

8.5 Partners & Sponsors

P.14

Main Partners

Input:
15.500 €
Brand, Leadership, 
knowledge, working 
teams

The Instituto de Cultura de Barcelona (ICUB) is a public entity 
supported by the Junta de Gobierno, part of the Ayuntamiento of 
Barcelona. It offers grants for projects that enrich local culture. 
Usually they have submissions at the beginning of each semester 
of the year. Due to Covid-19 they have paused their program until 
further notice. 

Public Funders

Input:
4,000 €

Created in Quebec, MUTEK global brand is the umbrella for each 
of the city branches. They are the principal decision makers, leading 
the conceptual and practical ways of all of the MUTEKs. Plus they 
finance great part of MUTEK.ES Festivals. They will bring and 
economic help in addition to diseminattion, advisory and eventual 
guiadance.

Input:
14.000 €
Disseminattion, 
advisment and 
guiadance.

The House of Advance Music, as they call themeselves is a building 
in Barcelona that offers Music Studios, Academy Programs and 
Event Spaces. MUTEK.ES office has been in Bridge_48 for over 
two years in an alliance focused on the development of new 
artists. Bridge_48 will be CONNECT’s house offering their services 
and spaces to the residents.

Input:
Location, Equip-
ment, Knowledge, 
Dissemination and 
advisement

The Generalitat de Catalunya (ICEC) is the institutional system in 
which the self-government of Catalonia is politically organized. 
They offer grants for all types of business that are related to Catalunya. 
One of them being Music and cultural projects about music. 

Input:
4,000 €

The University Ramon Llull located in Barcelona has been working 
with MUTEK.ES for some years, funding projects and offering 
academic projects. CONNECT will tune with the university 
because of its educational purposes.Input:

2,000 €



See Annex 9.0 for details in the Capital and Technical/Operational Needs

9.1 Capital and Technical/Operational Needs Specified

The most known beer of Catalunya, its brand is almost a synonym 
fo Barcelona. They have supported MUTEK.ES Fesyival in previous 
years building on a strong and beneficial relationship. We will ask 
to include in future alliances a budget for CONNECT Residency 
Program, offering them the possibility to support local artists.

Sponsors

Input:
7.000t €
Dissemination and 
product

Reebok sport fit’s brand has worked alongside MUTEK.ES for two 
straight years. The brand find in MUTEK’s community a niche for 
their ideal customer segment, while MUTEK share values with 
them. In future alliances a budget will be asked for supporting and 
powering the residents of CONNECT.

Input:
7.000 €
Diseminattion and 
Product

P.15

9. Infrastructure & Technical requirements   >

In this section we analyze the needs in technical, operational and capital issues for the 
realization of the residence. Each item is specified, indicating the cost and whether it will 
be considered an expense or an asset within the budget. 

Having Bridge_48 as one of the main sponsors of MUTEK.ES, CONNECT will count with 
their support as the main location for the residency program as well as benefits such as: 
free venue and related services, reduced fees for the use of the studios for our residents, 
among others. MUTEK.ES will also provide most of the capital and operational requirements 
of the residence free of charge. 



See Annex 10.0  for complete Forecasted Income Statement
See Annex 9.1 for dteails on the Risk Assessment Plan

9.2 Risk Assessment Plan

10.1 Financial Plan

P.16

Taking into account the different risks that can occur before, during and after the residence, 
a risk plan will be taken into account to prevent contingencies.

This plan focuses mostly on actions to be taken in case there are not enough funds for 
the program or last minute cancellation of the mentors or residents. The risk assessment 
plan also includes financial, operational, force majeure and miscellaneous threats.

CONNECT's financial expectations will consider MUTEK.ES as the main fundraiser, they 
will also be the main financial support of the project, especially for the initial capital 
investment of the pilot test. Due to the nature of MUTEK as a non profit organization and 
of CONNECT, which is an additional business line from the festival, the residency 
performs as a growth project of the main organization.

CONNECT residency program will work as a marketing tool for MUTEK and will use the 
program as a growth project to strengthen and expand MUTEK’s network. The program 
will be supported by the money of our sponsoring partners and will not represent any 
loss for MUTEK, rather an investment; in case the residency loses money, CONNECT’s  
and will strengthen the organization network and alliances within CONNECT.

10. Economic & FInancial Management   >



See Annex 10.1 Justification of the Forecasted income statement
Continues on P.18

P.17

The overall budget shows the costs related to the first edition of the CONNECT in 2022, 
held in Barcelona and with five residents. For future programs we will adjust the budget 
according to the income from the grants given and consider the inflation rate, but as for 
the expenses, we will continue to operate with the same concepts.

*These concepts will be granted for free by Bridge_48
**These concepts will be granted for free by MUTEK.ES
^These concepts are considered for the start-up cost of the residency. It will be needed a total of €39,290 to set-up the program.

10.2 Global Budget



See Annex 10.2 Funding Source specifications 

Since CONNECT is part of the MUTEK.ES programming, we have already granted the 
amount of 29,500€ from MUTEK.ES and MUTEK Quebec (MUTEK.ES will contribute with 
15,500€ and MUTEK Quebec with 14,000€). We are still working on the application forms 
for the Institute of Culture of Barcelona (ICUB) (January 2021) and the City Council of 
Catalonia (May 2021) that we will apply in collaboration with the MUTEK.ES Festival and 
Ramon Llull. Besides the applications for public funds, we are closing agreements with 
several organizations to be sponsored, specifically Estrella Damm and Reebok (which 
currently support the festival).

P.18

10.3 Projection Assumptions

Sponsorship (Estrella Damm + Reebok)
Self Financing (MUTEK + MUTEK.ES)

Public Funds (ICUB + ICEC + Ramon Llull)

Concept

26,1% | € 14.000,00 
55,1% | € 29.500,00 

18,6% | € 10.000,00 

Amount



11. Evaluation Process   >
Set of Indicators: Qualitative and Quantitative
CONNECT's success metrics are based especially on growth indicators: the number 
of partners that join in sponsoring or supporting the residency, the number of submissions 
we have per year and even opening a new CONNECT residency in another country. In 
addition, visibility indicators are equally important as they will help the residency grow 
organically within the sector. 

See Annex 11.0 for more details on the key metrics framework
P.19



“Wherever the Music comes from, if there 
is no focus behind it, then it is just noise”  

Derrick May

Thank You


